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ON THE EXISTENCE OF  k-FREE ABELIAN GROUPS

PAUL C. EKLOF1

ABSTRACT. It is proved that if  Ka is a regular cardinal such that there

is an  Ka-free abelian group which is not  Ka+i-free, then for every posi-

tive integer  n  there is an  X  +fi-free abelian group which is not X  +n + ,-

free.   A corollary is that for each positive integer n  there is a group of

cardinality  K    which is  X -free but not free.   Some results on K-free abe-
n. n

lian groups which involve notions from logic are also proved.

Introduction. Throughout this paper the word "group" will mean abe-

lian group.   If A  is a group and k  is an infinite cardinal, A  is said to be

K-free if every subgroup of A  generated by fewer then k elements is free.

Thus A  is N„-free if and only if A  is torsion-free; and for an uncountable

K, A  is K-free if and only if every subgroup of A  of a cardinality  <k  is

free.   Problem 10 of [4]  asks for which k  ate there groups which are  te-

hee but not K+-free.   In this paper, we prove that if k = Na has this proper-

ty and k is regular, then so does  Ka+„  for each n < N„ (Corollary 2.4).

As a consequence, we obtain the result that for each n < N    there is an

N -free group which is not K      ,-free.   This improves a result of Griffith

[7]  which proved the existence of nonfree N  -free groups for each n but

did not determine the cardinality of such groups.

In § 3, we state some other consequences of our techniques which in-

volve concepts from logic.   We strengthen the main theorem of § 2  to prove

that if  Ka is regular and there is an Ka-free group which is not  Na+1-free,

then for any   1 <n < o>  if k = Ha+n there is a group of cardinality  k which

is  L,        equivalent to a free group but which is not free (Theorem 3.1).   As

a corollary we also obtain a proof of a conjecture of Hill (Corollary 3.2).

We also indicate how our techniques can be used to prove a theorem of

Gregory on a consequence of the axiom of çonstructibility (Theorem 3.5).

After obtaining our results, we learned that Hill had independently

found proofs of Corollaries 2.3 and 3-2.   (Earlier he had proved the existence
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of an K2-free group which is not N?-free [10].)   Our proofs are quite differ-

ferent from his  [12].   Interestingly, our proof is based on a construction

which was first used by Hill to prove the existence of a nontrivial Fuchs 5

group  [9]  and then adapted by Griffith to construct a nonfree  X. -separable

group [7].   Our extension of this construction technique involves the use of

a notion from set theory, that of a stationary set, which we discuss in § 1.

Finally, we remark that our results may all be translated into results

about ¿»-groups such that every subgroup of cardinality  <k is a direct sum

of cyclic groups.   Thus, we give a partial solution to problem 56 of  [5].

1. Stationary sets. We shall always identify an ordinal with the set of

its predecessors: p. = \v: v < p\; thus  CC/i means  C is a set of ordinals

which are less than p..   If v is an ordinal, v + 1  denotes the immediate suc-

cessor of v.   An ordinal of the form v + 1 is called a successor ordinal; otherwise,

it is a limit ordinal.   A cardinal is an ordinal which cannot be put in one-one corres-

pondence with any of its predecessors.   If k is a cardinal, k+ denotes the first car-

dinal which is strictly larger than k.   We define   Na by induction on ordinals a: K0 =

the first infinite cardinal;   Ka= sup |X»: ß < cl\.

If A is a limit ordinal, the cofinality of A is the smallest ordinal k

such that there is a strictly-increasing function /: k -> A such that  sup ¡f(u):

v < k\ = A.   We write  cf (A) = k; it may be proved that k is an infinite cardi-

nal <A.   In fact, cf (A) is regular, where a cardinal k is said to be regular

if cf (k) = K.   Any cardinal of the form  k+ is regular.

Let A be a limit ordinal.   A subset  C C A is closed in  A if it is closed

in the order topology i.e. for any  5 C C, sup S e C whenever  sup S e A.   C C

A is unbounded in  A if  sup C = A.   E C A is stationary in  A if for any closed

unbounded  CCA, C <~\ E 4 0.   Any closed unbounded subset of A is sta-

tionary in  A.   Another example—and a very useful one for our purposes—is

provided by the following lemma.   (We thank R. Solovay for informing us of

this result.)   Hereafter A denotes a limit ordinal.

1.1 Lemma.   Let k  be a regular cardinal and let  E = \\ < k+: cf(A) =

k|.   Then E  is stationary in k+.   Moreover, E has the property that for any

limit ordinal p < k*, E l~\ p is not stationary in p.

Proof. If C is a closed unbounded subset of k+, let  \c  : v < k\ be any

strictly increasing sequence in  C.   (Such a sequence exists because  C is

unbounded and cí(k+) = k+.)   Let A= supíc^: v < k\.   Since k+ is regular,

A < k+.   Since C is closed, A e C.   But clearly cf (A) = k, since k is regu-

lar, so  A £ C H E.   Thus, E is stationary in  k  .   If p is a limit ordinal
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<k+, there is a strictly increasing sequence  S = \pv: v < ct(p)\ C p whose

limit is p.   We may assume S is closed in p.   If pa is a limit point of S,

then cf(pa) < K, since pv is the limit of the sequence \pv' v <a\ which

has cardinality  <o < cf(p) < k.   Therefore, if we let C = \pv + 1: pv is not

a limit point of S\ yj\pv' pv is a limit point of   S\, then  C is a closed un-

bounded subset of p such that C C\E = 0.   Hence E C\ p is not stationary

in /i.   This completes the proof of Lemma 1,1.

In the following section we shall construct an  N   -free group which is

X     ¡-free for each n > 1  by making use of the stationary set  E = JA < N   :

cf (A) = x   _ i I.   For the case  n = 1, E is the set of all limit ordinals less

than  X x  and our construction reduces to the Griffith-Hill construction.

2. The construction of K-free groups. A smooth chain of groups is an

ascending chain AQCAjC...CAvC...  v <p such that for any limit or-

dinal A<^, AK = \Jv<xAv

2.1   Lemma   Let p be a limit ordinal and let A  be the union of a

smooth chain of free groups  \A   : v < p] such that

(*)  for each successor ordinal v < p, A  /A     is free whenever v < a <

Let E = the set of limit ordinals  k<p suchthat A     i/A,   is not free.

Then

(i) if E  is not stationary in p, then A   is free and for any successor

ordinal v, A/A     is free;

(ii) if E  is stationary in p., cf(p)  is uncountable, and for each v < p,

the cardinality of Ay< cf(p), then A   is not free.

Proof. Let k = cf (p).   (i) Since  E is not stationary in p there is a

closed unbounded subset C = [p ; o < k\ of p which does not intersect E.

We may assume that the pa's are strictly increasing.   Thus there is a sub-

sequence  \A n : o < k\ of \Av: v < p\ which forms a smooth chain whose

union is  A.   (It is smooth because  C is closed and has union A  because

C is unbounded.)   Since  E O C = 0, the subsequence has the property that

for all a < r < k, A pTl'APa is free.   It is then evident that A is free and

that A/A Pa is free for all  o < k.   The second part of the conclusion of (i)

follows immediately from  (*).

(ii) Suppose in contradiction to the conclusion of (ii) that A is free

and write A =®.£/Z. where Z.= Z for all z. For any subset / C / let

AU) denote ©¿e;Z¿; thus A(/) = A.   Now consider C =\\<p: A^= A(7A>
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for some /    C /L   If we can prove that  C is a closed, unbounded subset of

p, then we will be done for  CO£  will be nonempty, but if A e C, A    = A^J

is certainly a direct summand of A, while on the other hand, A e E implies

A      i/A,   is not free, so certainly A,   is not a direct summand of A.   Now

C is unbounded since if A = sup S where S C C, then A— = A(J ' where

/ = UUA: A £ S, A   = A'-'a'j.   To see that C is closed in p consider any

Vç. < p.   There is a }Q C /  such that AVq Ç A ^ °'  and the cardinality of

}0 = X. + (cardinality of AV()).   Since the cardinality of A¡,„ < k = cf (//)>

X j  there is a  vx  with z^„ < v x .< p, such that A^J°' C A „..   Repeating the

argument we obtain a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals  f„ < i-1, <

!/.<...  and an increasing chain of subsets  /. CJ.ÇJÇ..,  such that

Av   C A    "' C Av     x    for all w < 6J.   Letting A = sup{f : n < co\ and / =

Ul/ : n<a>\ we see that A is a limit ordinal >vn such that A. = A1-* \ i.e.
n U A

A e C.   Thus, C is unbounded and the proof of 2.1 is complete.

Our main theorem is the following.

2.2 Theorem. Let k be a regular infinite cardinal such that there is a

K-free group which is not K+-free. Then there is a K+-free group which is

not K + +-free.

We immediately obtain by induction the following corollary of the theo-

2.3 Corollary. For each  n < a>,.there is an X   -free group of cardinality

X    which is not free,
n '

Proof of Theorem 2.2. We shall prove the theorem by constructing a

smooth chain  \Ap: v < k + \ of free groups of cardinality k  such that the con-

ditions of Lemma 2.1(ii) are satisfied (with ^t = k+).   Then A = \JV<K+A

will not be free by 2.1(H) but it will be K+-free since every subgroup of A

of cardinality  <k  is contained in some Av since k+ is regular.   Let  E =

[A < k+: cf (A) = k\, as in Lemma 1.1.   We construct the groups Av by trans-

finite induction.   Let A„   be any free group of cardinality k.   Suppose that

Av has been constructed for each v < p < k+ such that  \A   : v < p\ satis-

fies condition   (*)   of Lemma 2.1 and such that

(**) for any limit ordinal A < p, A     j/A    is free if and only if A 4 E.

The construction of A     is divided into three cases.

Case I. (i is a limit ordinal. In this case, let A = \Jv<L/lv- By Lem-

ma 1.1, E dp is not stationary in p; therefore by Lemma 2.1 (i), A is free

and   (*)  holds for \Avm. v < p + l\.

Case II. p is of the form  5+1  where  8 4 E.   In this case let
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A    = A %@ Z.   It is obvious that  A,, is free and that (*)  and (**) hold

for \Av: v < p + l\.

Case III. p is of the form  A + 1  where  A e E.   In this case we will use

the hypothesis of the theorem to construct A.    j   so that A     ,/A     is not

free but A     i/A„ is free for every successor ordinal v .< A.   By the defi-

nition of E, cf(A) = k.   As in the proof of 2.l(i) choose a subsequence  \pa:

a < k\ of A such that \APo; o < k\ is a smooth chain whose union is  A^

and such that Apr/Apo. is free whenever o < r < k.   For convenience let

us denote APa by  Aa.   For the rest of the proof it will suffice to restrict

our attention to the chain [A^: a < k\.

By hypothesis there is a free group  F with a subgroup B  such that

F/B is K-free of cardinality k but is not free.   We may assume F and B

have rank k; say F = ©V<K-Z„, with  Zv = Z.   For any ordinal  a< k let

Fa = ©v<aZv and let B a = FQ n B.   Note that F/Ba= (FjB) © ©v>aZv and

FJBa* Fa+ B/B C F/B, from which it follows that F JBa and F/Ba

are free since F/B is K-free and F   + B/B is generated by <k elements.

Let Ba= ^n® ^a*   ^e define a strictly increasing subsequence iaa: cr <k!

of K and for each o < k  an isomorphism /a: ß^^^y such that   A   C/

whenever o < r < k.   Let  aQ = 0  and let /. = identity.   If  a.y and fy have

been defined for each v < a, and o* is a limit ordinal let acr= Uictj,: v <o\

and let /   = Ui/v: v < o\.   If o = S + 1, let aCT be the least ordinal  a < k

such that Ba/Ba? has rank = rank of A J A ^.   (This is possible since rank

of B a  X/F> o < 1  for any  ß < k  while rank of AJA g < k = rank of B/B „

fot any  ß < k.   Note that  a(T> a§  since rank A^/A^y 1.)   Then since

Bct-o/Bas and AJA§ are free and are of the same rank, it is clear that /g

extends to an isomorphism.   fa: Ba.a^'Acr.   Now  aff> O" for every o < k

since aa is strictly increasing.   Thus   Ua<KBaa= Uo-</<^o-= ^ n

(Uq-^F^ = B n F = B; and   U^/a  is an isomorphism: AQ® B^AX.

Now choose A      ,  to be a free group containing A.   such that there is an

isomorphism /: AQ(B F—»A which is an extension of   \J       fa.   Then

A     ./A    =F/B  is not free but for every cr < K, A     ,/A    = F/B a    is free.
AT ' A At ^ ^ " <-\_,

Since for any successor ordinal v < A there is a a < k such that A    C Aa>

and by  (*)Aa/Av is free, we see that A .    j/Av is free  and therefore (*)

holds for  \Ap: v < p + l\.   Since (**) holds by construction, the proof of

the theorem is complete.

As another immediate corollary of the theorem we have the following.

2.4 Corollary. // for some regular cardinal  X    there is an  X  -free

group which not   Xa+1-/ree, then for any n < a>  there is an   Ka+„-free group

which is not   Ka+n+x-freer
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3. Other consequences. In this section we present some other conse-

quences of our techniques. These involve some concepts from model theory

and set theory for which we shall only give references. First we observe

that Theorem 2.2 may be generalized in the following way.

3.1 Theorem. Let k be a regular infinite cardinal such that there is a

K-free group which is not K + -free. Then there is a nonfree group of cardi-

nality k+ which is  Lx  + equivalent to a free group.

Proof. We shall make use of an algebraic criterion for a group to be

^ook+ equivalent to a free group which was proved in [2], viz.   A  is  L+

equivalent to a free group if and only if A  is  K+-free and every subgroup of

A  of cardinality  <k  is contained in a k  -pure subgroup of cardinality  <k.

(Recall that B is a K+-pure subgroup of A  if whenever B C C C A  and C/B

has cardinality  <k, then  B  is a direct summand of C.)   Now the  K+-free

group A  which we constructed in the proof of 2.2 is the union of a chain

{A  : v < k+! such that each A,,   . isa direct summand of A,, whenever

v + 1 < p < k+.   Thus Av   ,   is  K+-pure in A.   Since every subgroup of A

of cardinality  <K is contained in some Av   ,, the criterion is satisfied

and A  is  L^   + -equivalent to a free group.

As an immediate corollary we obtain the following which proves a con-

jecture of Hill [ll], also proved independently by Hill [12].

3.2 Corollary. For every n < <u, there is a nonfree group of cardinality

X     which is L   ^ -equivalent to a free group.

The remainder of our observations result from the fact that our con-

struction of a K-free group which is not K + -free requires a stationary set

E C k which is not stationary in any ordinal less than k  and such that for

each y £ E we know that there is a  cf (y)-free group which is not  cf (y)  -

free.   An inductive argument yields the following theorem, announced in  [3].

3.3 Theorem. Suppose that k  is a regular infinite cardinal such that

for every regular infinite cardinal y < k, there is a stationary set  E     C y

such that E    n p. is not stationary in p for any limit ordinal p < y.    Then

there is a nonfree group of cardinality  k which is  L      -equivalent to a free

group.

It is an open problem whether one may prove in Zermelo-Fraenkel set

theory that  Hœ   x  satisfies the hypothesis of 3.3.

If we make an additional set-theoretic assumption, namely Gô'del's
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axiom of çonstructibility (usually abbreviated "V = L"; see, for example,

[13]) then we can prove the existence of stationary sets of the kind we are

interested in.   In fact, Jensen has proved the following theorem  [14].

3.4. Theorem (Jensen). Assume   V = L.   Let k be a regular cardinal

which is not weakly compact.    Then there is a stationary  E C k  such that

E C\ p is not stationary in p for any p < k and moreover such that for every

y £E, cf(y) = X0.

Then by the remark following 3.3 we see that we obtain the following

result which was first proved by Gregory  [6],

3.5 Theorem (Gregory). Assume V = L. Let k be a regular cardinal

which is not weakly compact. Then there exists a K-free group which is

not K+-free.

In contrast to 3.5 let us state without proof the following result of

Mekler [15], observed independently by Gregory (for the definition of weakly

and strongly compact cardinals see, for example  [l, pp. 289—290], where

what we call "strongly compact" is there called "compact").

3.6 Theorem (Mekler). Suppose k is weakly compact (resp. strongly

compact).    Then every K-free group is K + -free (resp. is free).
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